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the new update also fixes a lot of annoying bugs. for starters, it will no longer crash if
a player decides to save mid-battle. i know the designers arent happy about the
damage the old randomizer did to the save system in older generations, so hopefully
it will be fixed for the next update. it also doesnt freeze if a player keeps activating
the randomizer, so you can just keep clicking the button and the game will keep
updating. also, the game has more options. you can now choose which generation
you want to play using the new generation system. you can also select which version
of pokemon you want to use for the randomizer, whether you want to use the original
version of pokemon from its original generation or a remake. you can also choose
whether you want to use the original 12-poke blocks or the remakes pokéblocks. the
new system is designed so that if you accidentally reset your game to a new and
different pokemon, youll automatically be put back into your old game and into your
old pokeblocks. no more searching your save file for the old pokeblocks. this all
makes it a lot easier to start off in a new game. the game isnt as hard to get into if
you ever decide to play a different generation, since the pokeblocks arent all that
different from the originals anyway. you can also choose which language you want to
play in, because the new pokeblock is in english only. this makes it a lot more
customizable, and it will be a lot easier to play the game in its original language. i
hope to see more features and improvements to the game as the developers
continue to add to it.
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2. the only interesting items in your bag are the tm's that you learned from trading to
zubat, and your starter pokemon. the other items are all training items. you cant use
your favorite items, because theyre not in your bag to begin with. 3. each pokemon
appears to have a random number, but that number can be fixed. you can find this
out by looking at the intro song and notes. the intro song will be there, but the word
"revelation" will be missing. if this is the case, just fix the word revelation with a hex

editor and youll be fine. 4. for the pokemon rng, there is always the chance of
encountering a more rare pokemon. in some cases, you might get a slightly difficult
rng encounter. in other cases, it could be a level 5 pokemon in the red-roofed house.

either way, there is always the chance to get a more rare encounter. you can
decrease the chance of rare encounter by getting the pokeballs required, trading to

the rses, having only 1 of your pokemon leveled up, or not having that particular
pokemon in your team. the rules of the game have been updated, and you must now
be more aware of the features of the field youre playing on. the pokedex now records

important information about the pokemon you encounter, which will help you learn
more about the pokemon. first, the type (fighting, psychic, water, grass, bug, dragon,

electric, etc.) and moves (normal, attack, special attack, defense, etc.) of the
pokemon you choose and place on your team is recorded. pokeballs have also been

revamped, and youll notice several new visuals and effects. here are some of the
highlights: each pokeball now contains three magic simply attach a pokemon, a spirit,
and a flyin item. with each pokeball, youll get a random item that can be used for any
battle you play. several starter pokeballs even have a special effect, like the starters

that turn into fire starters and grass starters. the pokeballs of the same type now
have the same effect. for example, grass and grass starter balls will both simply
attach a grass starter to the party. the same is true with fire balls and fire starter

balls. other pokeballs, like the new elite ball, will simply attach a pokemon that will
have a beneficial effect for all battles you play. 5ec8ef588b
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